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Abstract - This work examines CANDy and NDML concepts. CANDy, Computer Aided Network Design utility is a concept for an efficient XML-based integrated network design environment. Its integrating components are NDML (Network Design Markup Language), an XML-based problem-oriented language developed for representation of information components related to network projecting within documents. Its design supports interoperability with the XML family of tools and protocols. It provides a set of components to meet the needs of network design.

I. Introduction

Presently computer networks are mostly designed by experts, using their high amount of network related knowledge and experiences. Apart from creative work there is also a lot of routine work. It exist the possibility to design computer networks with the use of some existing design tools, but the automated tasks are unfortunately few. A concept for an efficient XML-based design system is examined in this work. The following aspects are essential: to analyze and to apply basic logical-mathematical models, standards, languages, interfaces and design applications, to create a design workflow and to develop a concept of a design workbench for computer networks.

All the above mentioned distinguished features unfortunately exist only partially in the presently used tools, without clear interfaces and special design languages.

Our aim is to describe an Integrated Design Environment with the following properties: openness due the use of XML interchange data format, design stage inheritance in the frame of existing workflows, design stage inheritance in the frame of existing workflows and openness of applied simulation tools [1],[2],[4].

II. The CAN'Dy Approach

Existing stages of network designing are development of network concepts using existing patterns and heuristics for LANs, visualization, structure analysis, design rule checking, testing, proposals for administration and network management [5]. Additional quantitative models could be used to simulate the load and capacity behavior and to gain accurate cost estimation [3]. The result of the whole design process is a set of different documents - either in human or computer readable formats. With that design the network can be installed by a company. The network model could be used for testing and validating the installation and be the basics for monitoring tools supporting the work of the administrator. The whole process is supported by workflows, tools and methods for content management and creation, and business process management.

The central elements in our approach is a informational model for computer networks, which we call Network Design Model (NDM) and a XML based, design language NDML (Network Design Markup Language). Both are used by CAN'Dy (Computer-Aided Network Design utility). CANDy will provide a workbench for designing computer networks.

III. NDML

As a integrating component for design applications acts a XML based, problem-oriented NDML - Network Design Markup Language, which organizes mapping of the documents for corporate networks design as well as their wireless sub-systems.

NDML is developed for representing information components related to network projecting within documents. It’s designed to support interoperability within the XML family tools and protocols. It provides a set of components to meet the needs of network design.

XML will soon be Esperanto for design applications due to increasing support by modern software products [3]. The XML language can be simultaneously used as integrating component and communication interface because the model of a computer network can be described via XML, a common format facilitates the cooperation of several tools and XML organizes mapping of design objects and communication protocols to design applications. Therefore, XML can be used as an integration component as well as a communication interface.

NDML1.x dialects are developed in the frame of CANDY-Project (2002-2005) and had the following important disadvantages: first of all it was initially defined as a completely declarative description language (not-procedural, then e.g. no workflows descriptions) and we used only the web standards HTML, XML, XSL, XSLT, XPath.

Figure 1 NDMLv2 as integration component (Orlando, 2004-2005)

In the future NDMLv2 will become procedural (with design workflows statements) and will be based on XHTML 2.0, XForms, SMIL, BPEL4WS and XQuery standards. Mapping into XML-DB will be optionally provided in the new NDML-Language-Profile. Modified NDMLv2 can be used by mobile design applications on end-device of different types. XSLT-architecture elements are aimed for:

- Device Recognition – end-device supporting
- Reducer – document text reducing & normalization
- Rules Engine – document semantic checking
- Paginator/Navigator – document splitting into displayed segments and segment navigation
- XForms-Processor – forms (formulary) processing for example DB-queries
- Markup Mapper – trans-coding into target formats.

Therefore, the NDML content for design can be invariant represented on mobile end-devices with limited screen resolution and navigational abilities (PDA, mobile phone).

A special data format RadioNDML for WLAN is used in the frame of actually created modification of the language - NDML2.0 (fig.5)

IV. NDM

The NDM is built on the basis of the topology descriptions of the network in NDML augmented with functionality of each concrete design application.

The NDM is defined by the Model $M$

$$NDM = M(\alpha, F, L, B, T, R)$$

where

- $\alpha$ design document algebra
- $F$ formula calculus for documents
- $L$ design language
- $B$ type of design document retrieving
- $T$ syntax tree obtained on the basis of ERA-representation normalizing
- $R$ corresponding relations

The following components of given sextuple are analyzed

- $(\alpha, F)$ – manipulation component of NDM for design documents
- $L$ – linguistic component of NDML, represented via NDML
- $(B, A, R)$ – OO-relational structures of NDM retrieving

The basic operations for $\alpha$ - algebra for documents (theoretical-set- and specific document operations) are introduced and their properties are described in our next publication. The elaborated model NDM enables to manipulate with XML-based design documents on the basis of proposed algebra and formula calculus, as well as to retrieve the above mentioned documents in the repository in form of XML-based data structure (syntax tree) or, dual, OO-relational data base. The $\alpha$ - algebra can be definitely mapped onto design language $L$.

The position of NDM within the general design workflow is shown in figure 3.

V. CANDY

CANDY, as the Design Utility, consists both of new components such as NDML and its tools as well as of existing tools such as NS-2 that are tightly integrated via appropriate interfaces.

The architecture of the CANDY's concept of the Integrated Development Environment for network design is given in figure 2. Besides some management tools like the ProjectManager, a basic element of CANDY is the NetEditor, a graphical user interface helping the planer to develop a basic net concept. Supported by a rule-checker, optimizing- and simulating tools the network concept will be iterative improved and corrected and almost optimal design could be reached. The BillReport supports the Manager to get an idea of the costs. At each step it is possible to go back and improve and adapt the network design.

The combination of developed tools by the CANDY-team and third-party tools will give us enough flexibility to test and improve further development stages and ideas and helps us to stay in touch with today's state-of-the-art technologies and current developments in the field of network design. Furthermore the CANDY-Framework provides for us a playground for scientific works and educational purposes.

An overview over all tools provided or supported by CANDy is given in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools provided by CANDy</th>
<th>Third party tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>MS Visio, Sourceforge Dia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetEditor</td>
<td>AutoDesk / AutoCAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDML-Editor</td>
<td>NS-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule Checker</td>
<td>Acrobat-PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Reporter</td>
<td>Export/Import-Tools like MS Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queuing Analytical Tool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate Statistical Analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Optimization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation Tool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repository/Database</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSLT-Converters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 - CANDY provided tools (or in planning)

The position of NDM within the general design workflow is shown in figure 3.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptual (verbal) model</th>
<th>Identification of LOAD, PERFORMANCE, COSTS (LPC) on the basis of quantity presentations are specified in technical requirements and typical decisions for CN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Document model (NDM)</td>
<td>Preparation of OO documents with networks descriptions, design procedures and informational content (applications) in the CN (XML-based)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic model (NDML)</td>
<td>Trans-coding from problem-oriented language into concrete languages of the used design applications (XML-based)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph model</td>
<td>Forming of graph mathematical models with considering of structure and functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical model</td>
<td>Modeling with using of programs-agents to describe the construction components via Queuing Theory (QT) primitives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imitation-simulative m.</td>
<td>Event-driven simulation on the basis of simulators with the agents to describe the network protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imitation-statistical m.</td>
<td>Multivariate analysis on the basis of imitation macro-models (&quot;worst case&quot;, Monte-Carlo, Factor Analysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear optimization m.</td>
<td>Linear optimization for &quot;performance/costs&quot; ratio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. NDM and NDML as of the general design workflow